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How to Create a Learning Culture
“The illiterate of the twenty first century will not be those who cannot read or write but those
who cannot learn, unlearn and relearn” - Alvin Toffler
While most companies realize the importance of training employees so that they can
contribute effectively to the organization, many may not realize that learning goes beyond
training. Employees learn not just from training, but they learn on the job about themselves,
about others and how to work with others to get things done in the organization. In this talk,
the speaker will share the key building blocks of a learning organization and some practical
strategies to create a learning culture in an organization.
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Chris Chew is a learning & development
practitioner who is a passionate advocate of
holistic thinking and personal leadership. His
mission is to help people be more effective,
motivated and fulfilled in what they do.
Chris has 20 years of experience in large
multinationals like Shell and top Singapore
institutions such as SIM (Singapore Institute of
Management). He works with individuals,
corporations and educational institutions in the
areas of holistic thinking and personal
leadership.
He is the founder of the facebook Group “The Thinking Executive” and the author of the
book “Conversations About Success – What Matters and How to Achieve It”
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Chris was the lead adjunct lecturer in Organizational Development and Change at SUSS
(Singapore University of Social Science). He is also a certified DISC, I-OPT facilitator, ACTA
certified trainer and adjunct facilitator at IAL (Institute of Adult Learning).
Chris holds a Master of Organizational Leadership (Leadership, Policy and Change) from
Monash University, Australia as well as a Bachelor of Engineering (Hons) from Nanyang
Technological University, Singapore. He has also been involved in the Executive Committee
of the Association of Professional Trainers, Singapore (APTS) since 2016
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